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Abstract:  

The article deals with the problem of determining the electromagnetic availability zone 

of the radio transmitter of the radio communication channel in the UHF/VHF range on 

the terrain map of the area. This problem was solved using well-known mathematical 

models of radio signal propagation, depending on the characteristics of the specific area. 

Based on the wave algorithm, a bounds calculation method of electromagnetic 

availability zone is proposed, using a digitized radiation pattern of radio means. The 

conducted calculations show the effectiveness of the method in the tasks of assessing the 

performance of a mobile radio communication channel and its security at local combat 

operations in the conditions of operation of an enemy radio reconnaissance receiver or 

a radio interference system. 
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1 Introduction 

Clarifying the range of the UHF/VHF radio source is an important issue in the tasks of 
organizing the mobile radio communication channel operation, especially when 
conducting local combat operations by tactical units, among which are the following 
[1-4]: analysis of the radio communication channel operability conditions, decrease in 
the effectiveness of enemy radio reconnaissance, and protection of the radio channel 
from the radio interference system.  

In all these tasks, the common point is the use of the concept of electromagnetic 
availability (EMA) zone of a radio emission source. Under the EMA zone of a radio 
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transmitter we will understand the set of points in space at which this transmitter pro-
vides the minimum required radio signal power at the input of the corresponding 
receiver, depending on its sensitivity. 

Based on certain provisions of the electromagnetic field theory and the tensor 
calculus theory, in the papers [3-4] a mathematical model of the EMA in a military 
radio communication system is proposed. It is based on the representation of the mod-
eling object by a quasi-crystal. These papers also offer a geometric interpretation of the 
EMA of a separate military radio station as an indicator of the level of its radio mask-
ing. The results obtained by the authors are of a theoretical nature and have not yet 
received practical application in solving the problems of organizing the operation of 
mobile radio communication systems. 

For the case of strongly rugged terrain, the paper [5] proposes a method for esti-
mating the EMA zone by radio monitoring means, which allows to simulate various 
options for constructing regional subsystems of radio frequency monitoring with suffi-
cient accuracy for practice. The parameters of the calculated EMA zone of radio 
monitoring means depend on the power and radiation pattern (RP) of the transmitter 
antenna, the distance between the transmitter and the receiver, the terrain, and the 
sensitivity of the receiver. The algorithm for calculating the boundaries of the EMA 
zone of radio monitoring means, which determines the points of intersection of lines of 
equal heights with the current azimuth on the terrain map, refines the boundary of the 
EMA zone in an iterative way. This causes its high labor intensity. So, according to 
[5], the time spent on the calculation of one EMA zone, depending on the relief, the 
built-up area and the discreteness of readings in azimuth, is from 15 to 120 minutes. 

When conducting combat operations on lightly rugged terrain by tactical units, 
a mobile radio communication channel is usually characterized by low transmitter 
powers (1-5 W) and, accordingly, by a short range (up to 5-6 km) [6]. This allows to 
use simpler mathematical models of radio signal propagation. These models make it 
possible to calculate the average value of the attenuation of the radio signal depending 
on the characteristics of a particular area and speed up the calculation of the bounda-
ries of the EMA zone of the radio emission source. 

So, in ideal conditions of free space, the power loss of a radio signal can be esti-
mated using the simplest Friis propagation model [7]: 
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where PR – the power [W] received by the antenna at a distance d [m], 

PT – the signal transmitter power [W], 

GT and GR – the antenna gains of the transmitter of the radio signal in the 
direction of the receiver and the receiving antenna in the direction of the radio 
transmitter, respectively, 

λ – the wavelength [m]. 
Passing to the logarithmic scale, for isotropic antennas relation Eq. (1) can be 

represented in the following form: 

 R T PP P L= − , [dB] (2) 

where LP – the radio signal power transmission losses, which in free space according 
to [8] are calculated 
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 P MHz km32.44 20log 20logL F D= + + , [dB]  (3) 

where FMHz – the radio signal frequency [MHz], 

Dkm – the distance between transmitter and receiver [km]. 
When conducting combat operations on a smooth hilly terrain with an average 

height of irregularities up to 15 m, it is advisable to use the well-known Egli statistical 
model [9]. The model neither includes diffraction losses caused by radio signal propa-
gation over rugged terrain, nor does it take into account the presence of some 
vegetation obstacles such as, trees or shrubs. In contrast to Eq. (3), the radio signal 
power losses are defined here as follows [10]: 
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where hT, hR – the effective antenna height of transmitter and receiver, respectively [m]. 
The conditions of urban developments and suburbs correspond to more complex 

models by Okumura, Hata and others [10-12]. To build a simple and fast method for 
calculating the boundaries of the EMA zone of radio means of a mobile radio commu-
nication channel, we restrict ourselves to the simplest calculated relationships of radio 
signal power losses Eq. (3) or Eq. (4). As necessary, depending on the characteristics 
of the particular terrain and factors that need to be taken into account, the relationships 
of radio signal power loss can be replaced by more complex ones. 

The aim of the study is to develop a bounds calculation method of the EMA zone 
of radio emission sources as part of a UHF/VHF mobile radio communication channel 
with reference to a topographic terrain map with a tactical situation. 

To achieve this aim, it is necessary to solve the following tasks:  
• to obtain mathematical relationships for determining the zones of electromagnetic 

availability of radio emission sources as part of a mobile radio communication 
channel, taking into account the losses of radio signal power, 

• to propose a fast and reliable algorithm for determining the bounds of the EMA 
zone of transmitters of a mobile radio communication channel,  

• using practical calculations on a topographic terrain map with a tactical situa-
tion, to check the feasibility of applying the bounds calculation method of the 
EMA zone of radio emission sources in the tasks of organizing the operation of 
a mobile radio communication channel. 

2 Determination of Electromagnetic Availability Zones of a Radio Emis-

sion Sources of a Mobile Radio Communication Channel 

Let us analyze the interaction of radio means of a mobile radio communication channel, 
taking into account the range of radio emission sources. Let us denote the area of the 
topographic terrain map with a tactical situation as Ω . The model of a mobile radio 
communication channel, proposed by the authors for consideration, in the general case 
contains the following objects (Fig. 1). 

Object 1 is a ground-based UHF/VHF radio signal receiver/transmitter with 
transmitter power P1 at the point with coordinates (x1, y1) ∈ Ω. The digitized 
normalized antenna radiation pattern is described by the function G1(θ), antenna’s own 
azimuth of the radiation pattern makes up the angle θ1.  
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Fig. 1 Mobile radio communication channel objects 

Object 2 is a ground-based UHF/VHF radio signal receiver/transmitter with 
transmitter power P2 at the point with coordinates (x2, y2) ∈ Ω. The digitized 
normalized antenna radiation pattern is described by the function G2(θ), the antenna’s 
own azimuth of the radiation pattern makes up the angle θ2. 

The sensitivity of the receivers of both objects will be considered the same and 
equal to Es, [µV]. 

The digitized antenna radiation pattern of a mobile radio communications means 
G(θ) can be calculated using the program for modeling three-dimensional 
electromagnetic fields [13]. The Fig. 2 [2] shows examples of calculating the RP of 
omnidirectional and directional antennas of mobile radio communications means. 

          
a) b) 

Fig. 2 Examples of digitized antenna radiation patterns used in the mobile radio  

communication channel model a) the RP shape of an omnidirectional antenna device,  

b) the RP shape of a directional antenna device [2] 

Let obtain a relationship that determines the boundary of the EMA zone of the 
transmitter of object 1, which interacts with the receiver of object 2. For mobile radio 
communications means, when a matched antenna is connected directly to the input of 
a receiver that has sensitivity Es and a matched active input resistance RA, the follow-
ing relationship takes place [14]: 

 
2
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 (5) 

The value Pmin determines the minimum useful signal power required for high-
quality receiving at the receiver input of object 2. For example, according to the 
source [6], in MototrboTM DP4000 radio stations the receiver sensitivity is 0.25 µV, 
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and for the standard value RA = 75 Ω, the minimum required value of the radio signal 
power is Pmin = –126.8 dBm. It is logical to assume that at the boundary of the EMA 
zone of the transmitter of object 1, the power of the radio signal at the input of the 
receiver of object 2 should not be less than Pmin. 

In accordance with Eq. (1), we determine the power of the useful signal of the 
radio transmitter of object 1 at the location of the radio receiver of object 2, taking into 
account the functions of the digitized RP of antennas:  

 ( ) ( ) ( )
2

12 2 2 1 1 12 1 2 21 2
12

,
4 d

P x y PG G
λθ θ θ θ

π
 

= − −  
 

 (6) 

where P12 – the power of the signal received by the antenna of the radio receiver of 
object 2 [W], 

P1 – the power of the signal from transmitter of the object 1 (W), 
θ12 – the azimuth angle from object 1 on object 2, 
θ21 – the azimuth angle from object 2 on object 1, 

( ) ( )2 2
12 1 2 1 2d x x y y= − + −  – the distance from object 1 to object 2. 

To determine the EMA zone of the transmitter of object 1, it is advisable to orient 
the directional antenna of the receiver of object 2 to object 1 in azimuth, setting 
θ2 = θ21. In this case, the normalized function of the receiver antenna RP takes on the 
maximum value G2(0) = 1. Calculating the signal powers P12 and P1 in [dBm], on 
a logarithmic scale we get  

 ( ) ( )12 2 2 1 1 12 1, 10 logP x y P G Lθ θ= + − −   P , [dBm] (7) 

Thus, the EMA zone of the object’s 1 transmitter for the receiver of object 2 with 
the minimum required useful signal power Pmin can be defined as 

 ( ) ( ) }{
1E 2 2 12 2 2 min, | ,= ∀ ∈ ≥Ω x y Ω P x y P  (8) 

The EMA zone of the transmitter of object 2 for the receiver of object 1 can be 
determined in the same way: 

 ( ) ( ) }{2E 1 1 21 1 1 min, | ,= ∀ ∈ ≥Ω x y Ω P x y P  (9) 

where  

 ( ) ( )21 1 1 2 2 21 2 P, 10 log= + − −  P x y P G Lθ θ , [dBm] (10) 

The general condition for the operability of a mobile radio communication channel 
involves the simultaneous placement of receivers of objects 1 and 2 in adjacent EMA 
zones of radio channel transmitters: 
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From the obtained relations Eq. (7)-(11) it follows that the size of the EMA zone 
and the fulfillment of the conditions for the operability of a mobile radio 
communication channel depend on their power, the orientation of the antenna radiation 
pattern, power losses along the signal propagation path and the sensitivity of the radio 
signal receiver. 
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3 Algorithm for Determining the Bounds of the Electromagnetic Availa-

bility Zone of a Radio Emission Source 

To construct an algorithm for determining the bounds of the EMA zone of a radio 
emission source Eq. (8), we use the modification of the wave algorithm given in the 
work [2]. 

We will consider the pixel matrix of the image of a topographic terrain map with 
a tactical situation as a discrete working field, limited by the coordinates xmin, xmax, ymin, 
ymax. The state of the field cells defines the Mask array as array[xmin .. xmax, ymin .. ymax] of 
boolean. A free cell of the field with coordinates (x, y) corresponds to the 
Mask[x, y] = False state. A non-free cell of the field with coordinates (x, y) corresponds 
to the Mask[x, y] = True state. The coordinates of the points of the old and new wave 
fronts are accumulated respectively in the Front array (as array[1…Lf] of record x, y: 
integer end) and Fnew array (as array[1…Lfnew] of record x, y: integer end). 

The modification of the algorithm from [2] is shown in the Fig. 3. The algorithm 
consists of three stages: initialization, wave propagation and formation of an array of 
zone border coordinates Eq. (8). 

The initialization stage (block 1) consists in determining the properties of the 
cells of the discrete working field (all cells are free). The transmitter location point 
(x1, y1), should be chosen as the starting cell, so the corresponding element of the mask 
array changes its value Mask[x1, y1] = True. The coordinates of the starting cell are also 
written to the Front array. The length of the wave front is Lf = 1. 

The stage of wave propagation (blocks 2...14) consists in cyclic updating of Fnew, 
Front, and Mask arrays. In block 2, the flag for the end of the wave propagation stage is 
Stop = True. Next, the cycle scanning the points of the old Front is performed (blocks 3, 
11, 12, cycle parameter i). For each point of the old wave front, a scanning cycle of 
nearby points is performed (blocks 4, 9, 10, cycle parameter j) using working arrays DX 
(0,1,0, −1) and DY (−1,0,1,0) (block 5). If a candidate point with coordinates (x, y) is 
free (block 6) and the condition Eq. (8) is satisfied (block 7), then the candidate point 
with coordinates (x, y) is included in the new front (block 8). Here, the length of the 
new wave front Lfnew is increased by 1, the coordinates of the current map point are 
entered into the array Fnew, the corresponding element of the Mask[x, y] array is set to 
True, and the flag for the end of the wave propagation stage is Stop = False. 

At the end of the cycle of polling nearby points, the Fnew array is rewritten to the 
Front array, the length of the new wave front Lfnew is set to zero (block 13). The wave 
propagation process ends at the zone boundary, when the condition Eq. (8) ceases to be 
satisfied for any candidate points. In this case, the Stop flag switches to the next stage of 
the algorithm. 

Attention should be paid to the rule for deciding whether the current point of the 
discrete working field belongs to the EMА region of the radio emission source in block 7. 
The transition from the Friis radio signal propagation model to the Egli model in this 
block is easily done by taking into account relations Eqs (3) or (4), respectively, in 
Eqs (7) and (8). 

The next step of the algorithm is the stage of laying the boundaries of the zone. 
After resetting the counter of border points of the zone Li (block 15), the points of the 
working area of the map xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax are scanned using the Mask array 
(blocks 16...30). For each point with coordinates (x, y), four nearby points are checked 
to make sure their bit mask is set to True. The number of such suitable nearby points is 
accumulated in a Pixels counter (blocks 21 and 22). If for the current point (x, y) the 
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value of the Pixels counter lies in the range from 1 to 3, then this point is included in 
the zone boundary Eq. (8) and stored in the Border array – array of coordinates of the 
zone boundary points (blocks 25 and 26). 

 

Fig. 3 Algorithm for calculating the bounds of the electromagnetic availability zone  

of a radio emission source 

The Fig. 4 shows the main stages of the algorithm (Fig. 3), which are obtained by 
the authors, in the problem of calculating the boundary of the transmitter's EMA zone in 
relation to the terrain map. 

Fig. 4a shows the beginning of the wave propagation from the transmitter 
location (x1, y1). For clarity, map points for which the corresponding element of the 
Mask array is set to True are colored yellow. The ending of the wave propagation stage 
is shown in Fig. 4b. Here the Stop flag is set to True. The stage of laying the boundaries 
of the ΩE zone is illustrated in Fig. 4c.  

The scale of the map taken from Google Maps is 19 m/pixel. The calculations were 
made for a transmitter with a power of 1 W operating at a frequency of 446 MHz and for 
a receiver sensitivity of 0.25 µV. 

The maximum distance from the transmitter location point to the EMA boundary 
points corresponds to the main lobe of the antenna RP and equals 3.629 km. By counting 
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the number of cells in the Mask array with the True state and binding to the map scale, it 
is additionally possible to estimate the area of the resulting zone ΩE of the transmitter. 
So, in the example above, the area of the zone ΩE is equal to 5.56 km2, which is 3 % of 
the total area of the topographic terrain map with a tactical situation Ω. Practical 
calculations show that with an increase in the sensitivity of the radio receiver by 
0.05 µV, the area of the EMA zone increases by 1.56 times. 

     
a) b) c) 

Fig. 4 Stages of the algorithm for calculating the bounds of the EMA zone of a radio 

emission source a) the beginning of wave propagation b) the ending of wave 

propagation c) laying the boundaries of the zone 

The Fig. 5 shows the dependencies of the area of the EMA zone of the radio station 
MototrboTM DP4000 [5] on the signal frequency in the VHF (136-174 MHz) and UHF 
(403-527 MHz) bands. The calculations were carried out for the Friis and Egli signal 
propagation models. The calculation results show that with a decrease in the frequency 
of the radio signal, both in the VHF and UHF bands, the size of the EMA zone increases 
by 1.7 times for the Friis model and by 1.3 times for the Egli model. It should be noted 
that as the frequency increases in the UHF range, the sizes of the EMA zone obtained by 
different models tend to converge. 

  
a) b) 

Fig. 5 Dependence of the size of the EMA zone of the radio emission source on the 

signal frequency a) VHF band b) UHF band 

The calculation of EMA zones also makes it possible to evaluate the fulfillment of 
the conditions for the operability of a mobile radio communication channel Eq. (11). 
Two options for calculating adjacent EMA zones of an operable radio channel for 
omnidirectional and directional antenna systems are shown in the Fig. 6. 

The results of calculations were obtained on the map of the area for the power of 
radio transmitters 1 W, the sensitivity of radio receivers Es1 = Es2 = 0.25 µV. Conditions 
for the operability of the mobile radio communication channel (Eq. 11) are satisfied for 
both options. 

In addition to the analysis of operability conditions, the presence of EMA zones 
of radio means of a mobile radio communication channel should also be taken into 
account when they operate in the presence of foreign objects, such as radio 
reconnaissance receivers or deliberate enemy radio interference systems. 
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a) b) 

Fig. 6 Examples of calculation of EMA zones of mobile radio communications means  

a) for omnidirectional antennas b) for directional antennas 

4 Calculating for the Range of Operation of Radio Means in the Condi-

tions of Operation of an Enemy Radio Reconnaissance Receiver 

Let us consider the operation of a mobile radio communication channel in the presence 
of an enemy radio reconnaissance receiver.  

Suppose that the receiver/transmitter of object 1 has an omnidirectional antenna 
with RP G1(θ) = 1, and for object 2 – a directional antenna with RP G2(θ). Let us 
designate the enemy radio reconnaissance receiver as object 3. Due to the lack of a priori 
information about the parameters of object 3, we can assume that it has an 
omnidirectional antenna with RP G3(θ) = 1. The variant of the layout of objects in the 
simulated situation is shown in the Fig. 7. 

 

Fig. 7 Scheme of the operation of a mobile radio communication channel  

in the presence of an enemy radio reconnaissance receiver 

The results of calculations on the map of the area of EMA zones of an operable 
mobile radio communication channel, obtained by authors for the power of radio 
transmitters P1 = P2 = 1 W, are shows in the Fig. 8. Calculations were made for two 
variants of the radio receivers sensitivity. 

The first version of the calculations was obtained for the sensitivity of radio 
receivers of 0.25 µV, which is typical for mobile radio communications means. The 
calculated EMA zones of radio channel objects 1 and 2 are designated as Ω11 and Ω21. 
The calculation results show that object 1 is located in the EMA zone of object 2 and 
vice versa, i.e. the mobile radio communication channel is operational. In addition, 
a foreign object 3 enters the EMA zone Ω11, the radio receiver of which has the ability 
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to listen to the useful signal of the radio transmitter 1. Object 3 does not fall into the 
EMA zone of object 2, designated as Ω21, that is, radio transmitter 2 is not audible. The 
sizes of the zones Ω11 and Ω21 evaluate for 19 % and 3 %, respectively, of the total area 
of the operational space of the map. 

 

Fig. 8 Results of calculating electromagnetic availability zones of a mobile radio 

communication channel 

The second version of the calculations was obtained for the sensitivity of radio 
receivers of 0.2 µV, which is typical for reconnaissance receivers. In this case, the 
calculated EMA zones of objects 1 and 2 are designated as Ω12 and Ω22. The shape of 
the EMA is preserved, but the dimensions increase by 1.5 times, evaluating for 29 % and 
5 %, respectively, of the total area of the operational space of the map. It should be noted 
that here the probability of listening to both objects of the radio channel increases, since 
object 3 is located both inside the zone Ω12 and Ω22. 

5 Calculating for the Operating Range of Radio Means in the Problem of 

Protecting a Radio Channel from an Enemy Radio Interference System 

Consider taking into account the range of radio emission sources in the problem of 
protecting a radio channel from an enemy radio interference system [2, 15].  

The UHF/VHF radio communication channel model, considered in [2, 15], 
contains objects (Fig. 9) with the following parameters: 

Object 1 – the signal transmitter/receiver with omnidirectional antenna at a point 
with coordinates (x1, y1). The normalized antenna RP is described by function 
G1(θ) = 1. The power of transmitter is P1, the sensitivity of radio receiver is Es1. 

Object 2 – the signal transmitter/receiver with a beam antenna system at a point 
with coordinates (x2, y2). The normalized antenna RP is described by G2(θ) function 
obtained with calculation. The power of transmitter is P2, the sensitivity of radio 
receiver is Es2. 
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Object 3 – ( )i i ii 3 3 3, , , 1N x y P i K= … , the radio interference source system with 

corresponding coordinates and radiation power. Radiation from radio interference 

sources is omnidirectional, therefore ( )
i3 1, 1G i Kθ = = … . 

The purpose of the calculations is to determine the bounds of the maximum size 
zone Ωs of stable radio receiving in the UHF/VHF band for mobile radio 
communications means with directional antennas under the action of several terrestrial 
sources of additive frequency-concentrated radio interference 1 K...N N .  

 

Fig. 9 Using a beam antenna system of receiver to protect against interference [2] 

The interference immunity communication zone in the azimuthal plane was 
defined in [2, 15] as 

 ( ) ( ) }{ *
s sup 2 th, | , ,x y K x y KΩ Ω θ= ∀ ∈ ≤   (12) 

where Ksup = PN − PS – the power suppression ratio [dB] of the useful signal PS by the 

total radio interference PN at the input of the radio receiver located at the point with 

coordinates (x,  y), 

th

min

1=K
SNR

 – the threshold value of suppression ratio [dBm], 

*
2θ  – the azimuth of receiver antenna RP of object 2 providing the minimum 

value Ksup. 
It was assumed that the radiation of radio interference sources is omnidirectional, 

all mobile radio communication means and radio interference sources are 
simultaneously within electromagnetic availability relative to each other. This 
situation is typical for urban conditions. However, in tactical calculations, the 
distances between model objects can increase up to several kilometers, which makes it 
possible for the radio channel to lose its operability, as well as for the radio exchange 
means to go beyond the zone of influence of the radio interference system. This takes 
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the model used in [2, 15] out of the scope of its adequacy and leads to the need to take 
into account the range of radio means of the radio communication channel. 

For such cases, the useful signal power PS and the total radio interference power 
PN at the input of the radio receiver should be calculated in accordance with the 
general Friis Eq. (1). The useful signal power levels P12 and P21 for objects receivers 1 
and 2 are obtained from Eq. (7) and Eq. (10), respectively. 

The total power of radio interference at the input of the radio receiver of object 1 is 
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where 3i
P  – the power of the i-th source of radio interference, 

13i
d  – the distance from object 1 to i-th source of radio interference. 

The total power of radio interference at the input of the radio receiver of object 2 is 
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where 23i
d  – the distance from object 2 to i-th source of radio interference; 

23i
θ – the azimuth of the radio receiver antenna of object 2 on i-th source of radio 

interference. 
Taking into account the operability conditions of the mobile radio 

communication channel Eq. (8) and Eq. (9), the definition of the interference 
immunity communication zone should be written in the following form:  

 ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
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 − ≤ = ∀ ∈ ∀ ∈ 
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Fig. 10 shows the result of the modified algorithm [2] for calculating the bounds 
of the stable radio receive zone in the UHF/VHF band for mobile radio 
communication means under the action of two sources of radio interference, taking 
into account relationship Eq. (15).  

Object 1 has a transmitter with a power of 1 W, the transmitter of object 2 has 
a power of 5 W. the sensitivity of radio receivers Es1 = Es2 = 0.25 µV.  

The problem contains two sources of radio interference (objects 3) with a power 
of 1 W. The transmitter power of object 1 ensures the receiving of the radio signal by 
object 2 in the zone (8), indicated in the figure as ΩE1. This zone is an outer circle with 
a radius of 3.6 km, its area is 19 % of Ω. Placement of object 2 outside the EMA zone 
of object 1 is impractical, since the radio communication channel in this case is 
inoperable. 

The zone of stable radio exchange Ωs calculated using definition Eq. (15) is filled 
with yellow color, has an irregular shape, close to a circle with a maximum radius of 
2.9 km. The area of the stable radio receiving zone is 11 % of Ω.  

Fig. 10 also shows three possible situations in which the radio channel may be, 
depending on the options for the location of object 2 with an antenna directed at 
object 1. The antenna of object 1 in all options is directed at object 2. 
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Fig. 10 Zone of stable radio receipt/ receiving in the UHF/VHF range for mobile  

radio communication aids in the conditions of the action of two sources  

of radio interference 

In the first variant, when the object 2 is placed at the point 2-A, which is outside 
the zone of stable radio exchange Ωs, the receiver of the object 2 receives the useful 
radio signal of the object 1 with a sufficiently low level of radio interference, i.e. 
condition 

2 12 thNР Р K− ≤  is satisfied for it. At the same time, the condition 

1 21 thNР Р K− ≤  is not satisfied for the receiver of object 1, the useful radio signal of 

the transmitter of object 2 is suppressed. Thus, in this embodiment, the radio 
communication channel is operational, but the radio exchange is partially suppressed. 

In the second variant, when object 2 is placed at the point 2-B, which is outside the 
zone of stable radio exchange Ωs, the conditions 

2 12 thNР Р K− ≤  and 
1 21 thNР Р K− ≤  

are not satisfied. The radio exchange of mobile means is completely suppressed.  
In the third variant, when object 2 is placed at the point 2-C, which is located 

within the zone of stable radio exchange Ωs, conditions 
2 12 thNР Р K− ≤  and 

1 21 thNР Р K− ≤  are met for the receivers of both objects 1 and 2. Mobile radio 

communication means carry out a full-fledged radio exchange under the influence of 
a radio interference system. This situation persists for all points on the map (x, y) ∈ Ωs.  

Thus, the use of relation Eq. (15) to determine the zone of interference-immune 
communication under the conditions of radio interference sources allows to take into 
account the scale of the terrain map, the range of the radio means of the radio channel 
and the range of radio interference sources. The conditions for the propagation of 
a useful radio signal and a radio interference signal are also taken into account. This 
makes it possible to apply the method [15] for tactical calculations. 
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6 Conclusions 

Based on the well-known mathematical models of radio signal propagation, 
mathematical relationships are obtained to determine whether points of a topographic 
terrain map with a tactical situation belong to the EMA zone of radio emission sources 
as part of a mobile radio communication channel. 

A practical method for bounds calculation of electromagnetic availability zone of 
radio means of a radio communication channel is proposed. It is based on a modified 
wave algorithm. The proposed modification of the wave algorithm consists in 
changing the rule for deciding whether the current point of the discrete working field 
belongs to the EMA zone of the radio emission source on the topographic terrain map 
with a tactical situation. This takes into account the receiver sensitivity, the transmitter 
power and the shape of the digitized RP of its antenna, the map scale, and the losses of 
signal power depending on the characteristics of the terrain. The already known 
techniques for modeling the propagation of a radio signal are easily integrated into the 
proposed algorithm. 

The method is characterized by simplicity, high speed and reliability of 
calculations. Thus, according to the results of the studies, the duration of the calculation 
of the EMA zone of radio emission sources on a topographic terrain map with a tactical 
situation is on average 0.8..1.5 seconds. 

The practical calculations were carried out for the Friis and Egli signal propagation 
models. The calculation results show that with a decrease in the frequency of the radio 
signal both in the VHF and UHF bands, the size of the EMA zone increases by 1.7 times 
for the Friis model and by 1.3 times for the Egli model. It should be noted that as the 
frequency increases in the UHF range, the sizes of the EMA zone obtained by different 
models tend to converge. 

The shape of the EMA zone is determined by the digitized radiation pattern of the 
transmitter antenna obtained using special software.  

The size of the EMA zone depends on the power and frequency of the radio 
transmitter, the power losses along the signal propagation path, and the sensitivity of 
the radio signal receiver. Practical calculations show that with an increase in the 
sensitivity of the radio receiver by 0.05 µV, the area of the EMA zone increases by 1.5 
times. 

Practical examples show the expediency of calculating the EMA of radio means 
on a terrain map with a tactical situation in the tasks of assessing the operationality of 
a mobile radio communication channel, as well as its availability for an enemy radio 
reconnaissance receiver. 

In tactical calculations, the distances between radio communications can increase 
to several kilometers, which might put the operability of the radio channel in risk. In 
addition, with an increase in distance, it becomes possible for radio exchange means to 
go beyond the coverage area of the enemy’s radio interference system, and the 
conditions for the availability of a radio channel for enemy radio reconnaissance 
means may also change. For such tasks, practical examples show the expediency of 
calculating the EMA zones of radio means on a terrain map with a tactical situation. 

The method developed earlier by the authors for calculating the boundaries of the 
area of stable radio receiving for mobile radio communications in the UHF/VHF bands 
under the influence of radio interference sources did not take into account the range of 
the radio means of the radio channel and the propagation conditions of the radio signal. 
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The algorithm for calculating the EMA of radio means described in this article makes 
it possible to expand the area of adequacy of this method for tactical calculations.  
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